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EDITOR’S NOTE

T
here is no doubt that India has some of the

lowest medicine prices in the world. But there is

still room for improvement in some areas. Data

from initiatives like the Medbelle’s Medicine Price

Index 2019 give policymakers and patient groups data-

driven reasons to support tough but necessary

decisions.

Of the 50 countries on the Medicine Price Index

2019, Thailand, at the bottom-most rank, 50th, has the

cheapest medicines while India is ranked at 46th. The

US, of course, tops the list. The Index was put together

by UK-based ‘digital hospital’ Medbelle. In the process

of examining the accessibility of the world’s best

hospital systems, the digital healthcare provider

further investigated on the prices of medicine, as it is

one of the most common barriers to healthcare access

in many locations.

The Index 2019 thus compares the cost of 16

commonly used pharma medications, spanning

conditions from heart disease and asthma to anxiety

disorders and erectile dysfunction. Average prices of

both the brand compound and their generic versions

were included in order to have a complete profile of

each medication. Lastly, the dosage size was

normalised to make the price comparable.

While the ranking of the most and least expensive

countries for medicines may not surprise most of us,

what is truly striking is the huge price disparities

between countries. 

Medicines in the US cost 306.82 per cent more than

the global median, followed by Germany (+125.64 

per cent) and the UAE (+122.03 per cent). 

Patients in Thailand buy medicines which cost

93.93 per cent less than the median price, followed by

Kenya (-93.76 per cent), Malaysia (-90.80 per cent),

Indonesia (-90.23 per cent), and India (-73.83 per cent). 

Note that there is more than a 20 per cent increase

between the prices of Indonesia and India, as well as

between India and the next cheapest destination

(South Africa, -53.72 per cent). This means that there is

a wide price deviation even between the countries with

the cheapest medicines.

The medication with the highest price deviation

from the global median is the blood pressure drug

Lisinopril (brand name Zestril), which costs 2682.56

per cent more in the US than the global median price.

With diabetes becoming a huge concern in India,

how affordable is a common insulin brand, glargine

(Lantus) in the country? Here, the country jumps up

to the 23rd place, with a price deviation of +6.62 per

cent. The US remains the most expensive (+557.86 per

cent), followed by Argentina (+169.96 per cent) and

Chile (+168.17 per cent). The least expensive is Egypt 

(-43.51 per cent), followed by Turkey (-33.93 per cent)

and Poland (-30.29 per cent).India is the least

expensive (-74.20 per cent) for Humira (Adalimumab)

used to treat arthritis, bowel disease, skin disorders;

as also for Zithromax (Azithromycin) used to treat

bacterial infection (-88.46 per cent); and for

immunosuppressant Prograf (Tacrolimus) used to

prevent rejection of transplants (-87.46 per cent).

The Index has two red flags for India signalling

higher prices. Prices for Viread (Tenofovir) a

medication for Hepatitis B, HIV/AIDS are 162.87 per

cent more than the median. Secondly, at 92.41 per cent,

India’s percentage deviation from the median price of all

16 generics drugs is higher than desirable. 

This could mean that generic manufacturers still

have considerable margins in India, compared to other

countries. Therefore, policymakers could consider

measures to moderate prices in instances where the

deviation is not justified.

Policymakers in India have been cracking down on

medicine prices more aggressively in the past few

years. Trade margin caps on medicines under price

control were introduced in the recent past and there

were discussions to implement a similar formula for

non-price control categories as well. 

After a meeting on November 22, reports quoting

heads of industry associations as well as policymakers

indicate that manufacturers and distributors have

agreed to cap trade margins on non-price control

medications at 30 per cent. 

While this decision means lower prices for patients

at least on certain medications, will stockists and

retailers take this hit to their margins? Or like in the

past, ask manufacturers to compensate them for the

cut in their trade margins? And how will the already

stressed pharma manufacturers respond to these

demands? 

Will this further increase the divide between online

and offline pharma trade channels, as the former

might be able to absorb the trade margin cut better

thanks to lower overheads and better inventory

control? 

Offline trade channels have hit back at pharma

companies showing any signs of engagement with new

age partners, like digital apps etc. Thus, this decision

has a lot of implications and regulators will need to

watch the repercussions very closely. 

Wide price
deviation
between
countries

offering cheaper
medications
indicates the
complexity of
drug pricing

strategies across
geographies

Rationalising pharma trade 
margins seems next on the list 

VIVEKA ROYCHOWDHURY Editor

viveka.r@expressindia.com
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POST EVENT

A
s Industry 4.0 plays out across sectors, IIoT

is taking centre stage with its potential to

disrupt conventional business models and

make equipment, employees and processes

smarter. IIoT also has the potential to elevate the

capabilities of the pharma industry, leading to sig-

nificant business advantages. Yet, every pharma

company is at a different stage as it prepares and

transitions for an IIoT-driven future. Though the

industry has realised the advantages of this game-

changing technology, it has not yet managed to

fully leverage its power and capabilities.

To this purpose,  ACG and Express Pharma or-

ganised a seminar on 6th November in Mumbai,

under the theme ‘Empowering Indian Pharma

through IIoT’, for the stakeholders of the pharma

industry. It served as a platform to examine and

evaluate the ways in which IIoT represents a com-

pelling opportunity for the pharma industry to op-

timise the efficiency and efficacy of its complex and

critical operations (for e.g. manufacturing and sup-

ply chain management).

Experts participating in the seminar discussed

and shared insights on how the use of IIoT in

pharma can usher more efficient production and

quality control measures, improve data integrity,

decrease the risk of machinery breakdowns/mal-

functions with predictive and preventive mainte-

nance, help identify and respond to compliance is-

sues instantly and assure precision production

with real-time plant-floor visibility. They also

analysed how to set up and integrate IIoT in

pharma manufacturing facilities.

Seminar on ‘Empowering 
Indian Pharma Through IIoT’

Ajit Singh, Chairman – ACG welcomed the delegates to the seminar and introduced the

concept for the day’s seminar - ‘Empowering Indian Pharma Through IIOT’

Faiyaz Engineer, Program Manager-Digitalization and Analytics – ACG talked about the

‘Golden Rules for Successful Implementation of IIoT in Pharma Manufacturing’

Dr Sanjit Singh Lamba, Managing Director – Eisai Pharmaceuticals gave the keynote

address on the ‘Need for a Smart Connected Pharma Factory’

Viveka Roychowdhury, Editor, Express Pharma moderated the panel discussion on ‘Way

Forward for Implementation of IIoT’
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From L to R: Viveka Roychowdhur, Editor - Express Pharma; Mathew Cherian, Head of Group of Sites for Asia, Sanofi; Milind Gujar, Chief Quality Officer (QA/QC), RPG Life Sciences; Selwyn

Noronha, CEO, ACG; Nihar Medh, Vice President & Global Procurement Head, Cipla; Ashok Nayak, CIO, IPCA; Sanjay Nandavadekar, Director-IT, Cipla; Antony Prashant; Partner - Strategy &

Operations, Life-sciences Consulting Leader – Deloitte India; Prabhakar Nair, COO, ACG Capsules

Panel discussion on ‘Way Forward for Implementation of IIoT’

Audience members listening to experts discuss the exciting applications of IIoT for the Indian Pharma Inc
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POST EVENT

THE DEPARTMENT of

Biotechnology (DBT), Ministry

of Science and Technology,

Government of India, along

with its Public Sector Under-

taking, Biotechnology Industry

Research Assistance Council

(BIRAC) recently organised

Global Bio-India 2019 in Delhi.

The event witnessed acade-

mia, innovators, researchers,

start-ups, medium and large

companies coming together on

the same platform to facilitate

acceleration of the innovation

ecosystem in India. A Memo-

randum of Understanding

(MoU) was also signed be-

tween BIRAC and Punjab to

nurture the biotech ecosystem

in the state. 

Inaugurated by Dr Harsh

Vardhan, Union Minister for

Science and Technology,

Health and Family Welfare and

Earth Sciences; Dharmendra

Pradhan, Minister of Petro-

leum and Natural Gas and

Steel; and  Dr Renu Swarup,

Secretary, DBT and Chairper-

son, BIRAC, the three-day pro-

gramme saw experts having

deliberations on vaccines,

biosimilars, medical devices

and diagnostics, agriculture,

industrial biotech, bioservices,

emerging therapeutics, artifi-

cial intelligence (AI), big data,

discovery research and devel-

opment, regulatory compli-

ance, intellectual property

rights, incubation centres, en-

trepreneurship, startups, so-

cial innovation, and integration

of startups with national mis-

sions, among others. 

The session was also graced

by dignitaries like Dr Vinod

Paul, Member--Health, NITI

Aayog; Dr Kiran Mazumdar

Shaw, Chairperson and Manag-

ing Director, Biocon; Dr Naresh

Trehan, Chairman, CII Na-

tional Health Care Council and

Chairman and Managing Di-

rector, Medanta and Chandra-

jit Banerjee, Director General,

CII. Regulatory experts, lumi-

naries of the Indian biotechnol-

ogy industry, and national and

international product develop-

ment experts held discussions

on Ayushman Bharat, Swachch

Bharat, nutrition, investors re-

verse pitching, international

ecosystem connect, partner-

ships, translational research

and global partnership.

Dr Vardhan also inaugu-

rated the Global Bio India Ex-

hibition 2019, along with re-

leasing three reports, namely

Assessment of Indian Biotech-

nology Landscape, India bioe-

conomy Report 2019, and In-

dia: the emerging hub for

biologics and bio-similars. He

also released the Global Bio-In-

dia catalogue. Apart from it,

two satellite conferences were

held on nanobiotek and nano

for agri and nine new BIRAC-

supported products were

launched, along with the

BIRAC Compendium 2019. 

Union Minister for Rail-

ways and Commerce Piyush

Goyal launched e-Portal

www.biotech-solutions.com

that showcases BIRAC-sup-

ported commercialised biotech

products and technologies.

The Lab to Market catalogue

released during Global Bio-In-

dia 2019 showcases 111 such in-

novative products and tech-

nologies.

Dr Swarup launched Bio

Angels that would bring to-

gether more than angel in-

vestors, HNIs, early-stage VCs,

10 corporate/family officers

leading to 150 investments in

three years in Biotech startups.

A programme ‘India Accel-

erator Platform for Healthcare

Innovations’ was also an-

nounced by the United Na-

tion’s Health Innovation Ex-

change (UNHIE),

Biotechnology Industry Re-

search Assistance Council

(BIRAC) and Social Alpha. It is

conceived as a unique pro-

gramme that aspires to unlock

the potential of the Indian

medical technologies and digi-

tal health innovations through

adoption of 100 Indian innova-

tions in the next five years.

Later, the Global Bio-India

2019 awards were given in var-

ious categories like DBT

Biotech Product Process De-

velopment and Commerciali-

sation Awards, the BIRAC In-

novator Awards, and the

BIRAC National Award for In-

digenous Commercialisation,

and the winners of the second

edition of the BIRAC – TiE

Women in Entrepreneurial re-

search awards (WInER). 

Some new programmes and

initiatives launched  were

also announced at the event:

◗ Special call for proposals

from North Eastern Regions

under Biotech Ignition Grant

(BIG) (1st December, 2019-15th

January, 2020)

◗ BIRAC-TiE WInER (Women

in Entrepreneurial Research)

award- 3rd Edition (22nd No-

vember, 2019-15th January,

2020)

◗ Special edition of WInER

(Women in Entrepreneurial

Research) award for North

Eastern Region (1st December,

2019-15th January, 2020)

◗ Grand Challenges India call

on creating integrated solu-

tions for primary healthcare in

India (open call).

◗ Grand Challenges India call

on addressing the determi-

nants of low performance of

frontline health workers

The associated partners for

Global Bio India 2019 were

Confederation of Indian Indus-

try (CII), Association of

Biotechnology Led Enter-

prises (ABLE) and Invest In-

dia. The event saw 190 ex-

hibitors, more than 2500

delegates from over 25 coun-

tries, 100 plus start-ups, above

50 incubators, over 60 re-

search institutes, more than

800 business meetings sched-

uling and representation from

nine states.

In her remarks at the clos-

ing ceremony, Dr Swarup said,

"Going by the tremendous suc-

cess of the mega event, the de-

partment plans to turn the GBI

into an annual event with sup-

port from all stakeholders."

EP News Bureau

India’s first largest biotechnology conference
'Global Bio-India Summit, 2019' held in Delhi
The event witnessed academia, innovators,researchers,start-ups,medium and large companies
coming together on the same platform to facilitate acceleration of the innovation ecosystem in India



POST EVENT

EMINENCE BUSINESS Me-

dia’s 2nd Annual Pharma Man-

ufacturing & Automation Con-

vention 2019 concluded on

October 17th and 18th, 2019 at

Hotel Radisson Blu Plaza Ban-

jara Hills, Hyderabad. The

theme of the summit was

‘From Ideation to Innovation:

Aligning with trending market

demands’. The event was an

outstanding success with over

150 delegates attending the

conference with Honeywell,

Zenith Technologies, Caliber

Group, UL and  Pharma

Mantra partnering the event.

The two-day event ensured

the continuous engagement of

the audience, speakers and ex-

hibitors through networking

activities and discussions with

regards to the ever–evolving

challenges of the pharmaceuti-

cal companies with regards to

manufacturing and automation

and how to overcome those

challenges.

The event saw as many as 15

sessions and a panel discussion

over the two days, attended by

the CEO’s, MD’s, CXO’s, Presi-

dents, Sr. VP’s, VP’s, Directors,

Associate Directors & Func-

tional Heads of Manufacturing,

Production, Supply Chain, Pro-

curement, Quality Assurance /

Quality Control, R&D & 

Regulatory Affairs of the 

2nd Annual Pharma Manufacturing &

Automation Convention 2019 held in Hyderabad
The theme of
the summit,
organised by
Eminence
Business Media,
was “From
Ideation to
Innovation:
Aligning with
trending market
demands”

December 1-15, 2019
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pharmaceutical and biophar-

maceutical manufacturing

companies.

The day started with

Guneet Kaur Hayer, Managing

Director, Eminence Business

Media welcoming all the dele-

gates and thanking all the part-

ners for their contribution to-

wards the event. She also

spoke about Eminence Busi-

ness Media’s Vision on Pharma

Manufacturing & Automation.

The event was inaugurated

with the opening remarks by

the chairperson K. Kulb-

hushan– Vice President &

Global Head Operations Strat-

egy, Dr Reddy’s in the presence

of various eminent personali-

ties from the Pharma Industry.

The opening remarks were fol-

lowed by an ice breaking ses-

sion which included a group dis-

cussion on Indian Pharma

Today: Compliance readiness

for automation, paper on glass

& Hybrid led by Dr Sudhir Ku-

mar, Biological E Ltd & Vinay

Doshi, Consultant for Opera-

tional Excellence followed by

presentations on Change your

questions, change your life by K

Kulbhushan, Dr Reddy’s Solu-

tions to enable Digitalization of

the Pharmaceutical Manufac-

turing Facility by Mathias

Maaz, Honeywell; Effectively

Implementing & Maximizing

Impact of IoT in Manufacturing

by Srinivas Reddy Gurram,

MST Sicherten; Risk Manage-

ment & Optimization of Tech-

nology Transfer by Sanjay

Sharma, Lupin; Preparation for

Successful MES Implementa-

tion – going beyond “Paper on

glass” by Siddhartha Shankar,

Pfizer & Avoiding the Skill Gap:

Planning for the short & long

term to secure your future by

Vinita Khatter, UL.

Day one also witnessed a

panel discussion on “Pharma

4.0 & Data Integrity: Imple-

menting new systems with

current processes” with panel

members including Vipul

Doshi, Zydus Cadila; Mathias

Maaz, Honeywell; Vijay Singh,

ViVa LifeTech Solutions; Dr

Ranjit Barshikar, QbD Interna-

tional; Arun Pillai, PwC & K

Kulbhushan, Dr Reddy’s as the

panel moderator. 

The sessions on day two in-

cluded: cGMP Compliance: Ap-

proaches for Automation Ad-

herence by Kalpesh Vaghela,

Infra Control Systems; Lean

Deployment – How does it im-

prove the quality & productiv-

ity by Srinivasa Rao Sambangi,

Aurobindo; Sekhar Surabhi,

Caliber Group; Prashant

Sharma, Zydus Cadila; Are

emerging technologies para-

digm shift in the pharmaceuti-

cal industry by Dr Ranjit

Barshikar, Qbd International;

Packaging a boon to product

lifecycle by Prasad Satam, Au-

robindo & Implementation of

PAT: Challenges & Need in fu-

ture by Nilesh Hastak, Sai Life-

sciences.

Day two of the summit also

witnessed a special network-

ing session for the event part-

ners where they interacted

with all the delegates in the

conference hall and present

their solutions & services.

Eminence Business Media

organized a special activity for

rejuvenating the attendees &

partners on day two of the event.

The event was concluded

with the closing remarks by

Guneet Kaur Hayer, Managing

Director, Eminence Business

Media followed by a group

photo of the delegates and

event partners of the event.
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The theme of
the summit,
attended by
over 150
delegates, was
‘From Ideation
to Innovation:
Aligning with
trending
market
demands’



C
oming December 20-22,

2019, the 71st Indian

Pharmaceutical Con-

gress - one of India's largest

pharmaceutical congress will be

held at Sri Ramachandra Insti-

tute of Higher Education and

Research (DU), Chennai and or-

ganised by the Indian Pharma-

ceutical Congress Association.

Five national associations un-

der one umbrella constitute the

Indian Pharmaceutical Con-

gress Association (IPCA). The

constituent federation are size-

able and active in themselves.

The association comprises of In-

dian pharmaceutical association

(IPA), Indian Hospital Pharma-

cists Association (IHPA), Asso-

ciation of Pharmaceutical

Teachers of India ( APTI), In-

dian Pharmacy Graduates Asso-

ciation (IPGA), and All India

Drugs Control Officers Confed-

eration (AIDCOC).

The objective of the IPC is to

dessiminated industry specific

information to students, acade-

mia and constantly update the

industry with latest advance-

ments in pharma. This year's

IPC will be hosted by AIDCOC.

The All India Drugs Control Offi-

cers’ Confederation was framed

on December 28, 1995 at

Visakhapatnam as a result of

untiring efforts of many officers

across the country and the initia-

tive taken by the Andhra

Pradesh Drugs Inspectors’ 

Association, the Kerala Drugs

Control Enforcement 

Officers’ Association and 

Tamil Nadu Drugs Inspectors’

Association.

The theme for this year is

'Pharma Vision 2030: Health

care system- Role of Regulators'.

The congress promises to pro-

vide immense food for thought

and will act as a feast for the in-

tellectual mind. The scientific

programme has been designed

to address challenges associated

with offering quality medicines

at affordable prices and foster-

ing good manufacturing prac-

tices amongst pharma manufac-

turers. The conference will also

cover advancements in new

drug discoveries and delivery.

Besides this, the conference

programme will also offer ses-

sions that will widen career op-

portunities and update students

on scientific and academic ad-

vancements in pharma. On the

sidelines of the conference AID-

COC will host a skill develop-

ment programme on animal ex-

perimentation and regulatory

toxicology.

There will be a poster pre-

sentations as well. The last date

for online submission of ab-

stracts and summary for the e-

poster presentations is extended

up to 7th November 2019 and

Quiz registration extended up to

5th November 2019.

EP News Bureau

Coming soon: 71st Indian Pharmaceutical Congress in Chennai
The theme for this year is 'Pharma Vision 2030: Health care system- Role of Regulators'
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ON THE way becoming one of

Asia’s largest gatherings of

pharma supply chain profes-

sionals, 2020's edition of

PHARMACONNECT will be

held on 16th January at The

Lalit, Mumbai. The event will

feature highly interactive ses-

sions, specialised tracks re-

lated to the pharma supply

chain. PHARMACONNECT's

last edition was attended by

more than 300 delegates in

Mumbai and earned the acco-

lades of top industry leaders. 

The purpose of the event is

to demonstrate the importance

of optimised pharma supply

chain and devise the innovative

practices to overcome the cur-

rent operational inconsisten-

cies. Driven by a broad range of

pharma supply chain profes-

sionals and experts who firmly

believe in the maxim of Walk

the Talk, Conference also

claims the support of leading

logistics associations of India

like, Air Cargo Agents Associa-

tion of India, Association of

Multimodal Transporters As-

sociation of India, National As-

sociation of Container Freight

Stations of India, Federation of

Indian Export Organizations,

Federation of Freight For-

warders Association of India,

Air Cargo Club of India, Cus-

tom House Association Delhi.

The event will coincide with

the CARGOCONNECT excel-

lence awards, which are based

on the Performance Excellence

Survey, which is attributed to

the survey of more than 2,500

market participants in respec-

tive supply chain verticals to

determine the top players. The

awards, commenced by CAR-

GOCONNECT, are presented

annually to players in the logis-

tics domain achieving the high-

est points in the survey based

on several performance fac-

tors, keeping in view the holis-

tic and integrated approach

taken by the Government in

structuring the National Logis-

tics Policy with new steps and

initiatives taken to strengthen

quality in the existing ecosys-

tem.

CARGOCONNECT is a lo-

gistics industry magazine,

serving the business for about

two decades with over three

lakh plus readership has been

striving hard to bring desired

reforms in logistics sector.

CARGOCONNECT has also

positioned itself as the “Knowl-

edge Chamber” with 5 confer-

ences on logistics, heading dif-

ferent segments of Industry.

Important Information
◗ The selection procedure

for Awards nomination is

sequential.

◗ The project will be first

nominated through a Form

(attached)

◗ The project will be evalu-

ated according to the laid

down criteria by the expert

team.

◗ The project will also be

evaluated by an independent

set of jury members

◗ Winners will be announced

at the Conference venue.

◗ The Winner in each cate-

gory will be announced and

CARGOCONNECT Trophy

presented

◗ A booklet of the awardees

in each category with the

citation will be published in

upcoming edition of maga-

zine

The above mentioned

Awards would be decided by

the eminent Jury governing

rules & procedural system for

the evaluation of the entries.

The Award selection process

will go through a dual process

of Jury. The selected winners

will be felicitated with

Awards at the PHARMA-

CONNECT 2020 Conference

held on 16th January 2020.

Nomination forms can 

be downloaded from

www.surecommedia.com,

nominees can submit the

form and send it to

sales@surecommedia.com .

All entries will be acknowl-

edged immediately on sub-

mission. In case the acknowl-

edgement is not received

within 24 Hrs, kindly contact,

Contact:

Ajeet Kumar

E-mail: ajeet@

surecommedia.com 

Mobile: +91 9810962016

PHARMACONNECT 2020 to be held in Mumbai
The event's purpose is to demonstrate the importance of optimised pharma supply chain and
devise the innovative practices to overcome the current operational inconsistencies
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DEAL
DEAL TRACKER

Healthcare industry sets 52 deals worth US$9.5 bn in Oct'19

A
ccording to a GlobalData

report, in October 2019 the

healthcare industry re-

ported 52 deals worth US$9.5 bil-

lion as compared to the last 12-

month average (October 2018 to

September 2019) of 57 deals worth

US$28 billion. A couple of big ticket

deals — Amgen’s proposed acqui-

sition of 20.5 per cent stake in

BeiGene, a biopharmaceutical com-

pany focusing on developing molec-

ularly targeted and immuno-oncol-

ogy drug candidates for the

treatment of cancer for US$2.7 bil-

lion, and UCB announcing to ac-

quire Ra Pharma, a clinical-stage

biopharmaceutical company for

US$2.1 billion — have contributed

50 per cent to the total deal value

in October 2019. Bavarian Nordic’s

proposed acquisition of two vac-

cines from GlaxoSmithKline for up

to US$1.1 billion, and Alexion

Pharma announcing to acquire

Achillion Pharma for US$930 mil-

lion are the other two notable ones

announced in October 2019.

The industry reported 85 ven-

ture capital (VC) deals worth

US$1.7 billion in October 2019, com-

pared to the last 12-month average

(October 2018 to September 2019)

of 98 deals worth US$1.8 billion.

Nuvation Bio raising US$275 mil-

lion in series A financing; Arcutis

Biotherapeutics raising US$94.5

million in series C financing;

Tenaya Therapeutics raising

US$92 million in series B financing

round are some of the major VC

deals reported in October 2019.

The industry also reported 85 venture capital (VC) deals worth US$1.7 billion in October 2019,compared
to the last 12-month average,according to a report published by GlobalData

Deal Date Acquirer (s) Target Deal Value (US$ m) 

31-Oct-19 Amgen Inc (the US) BeiGene Ltd (China) 2,700.0

10-Oct-19 UCB SA (Belgium) Ra Pharmaceuticals Inc (the US) 2,100.0

21-Oct-19 Bavarian Nordic A/S (Denmark) Two Vaccines 1,066.2

15-Oct-19 Alexion Pharmaceuticals Inc (the US) Achillion Pharmaceuticals Inc (the US) 930.0

21-Oct-19 Sartorius Stedim Biotech SA (France) Life Science Platform Businesses 750.0

Deal Date Acquirer (s) Target Deal Value (US$ m) 

28-Oct-19 Altitude Life Science Ventures; Omega Fund Management LLC;
Undisclosed Investor(s); EcoR1 Capital LLC; Aisling Capital;
Pavilion Capital Partners LLC; Redmile Group LLC; Fidelity

Management & Research Company; EDBI Pte Ltd; The Baupost
Group LLC; Perceptive Advisors LLC; Boxer Capital LLC;

Surveyor Capital Ltd

Nuvation Bio Inc (the US) 275.0

21-Oct-19 BlackRock Inc; Omega Fund Management LLC; Orbimed
Advisors LLC; RA Capital Management LLC; Frazier Healthcare
Partners; HBM Healthcare Investments AG; Pivotal bioVenture

Partners LLC; Goldman Sachs & Co LLC; Bain Capital Life
Sciences; Vivo Capital LLC

Arcutis Inc (the US) 94.5

3-Oct-19 The Column Group LLC; Undisclosed Investor(s); Casdin Capital
LLC; GV Management Co LLC

Tenaya Therapeutics Inc (the US) 92.0

3-Oct-19 AJU IB Investment Co., Ltd.; S.R. One Limited; Takeda Ventures
Inc; Mirae Asset Venture Investment Co. Ltd.; New Enterprise
Associates Inc; Mirae Asset Capital Co., Ltd.; Clough Capital

Partners, LP; JVC Investment Partners LLC; Novo Holdings AS;
Quan Capital; LG Technology Ventures

Arcellx Inc (the US) 85.0

17-Oct-19

UCSF Foundation; Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers; Osage
University Partners; University of California; Euclidean Capital

LLC; Parker Institute for Cancer Immunotherapy; Westlake
Village BioPartners

Arsenal Biosciences Inc (the US) 85.0
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A
s Industry 4.0 plays

out, remaining com-

petitive in an increas-

ingly complex market place

has become an arduous task.

Also, in this milieu, Industrial

Internet of Things (IIoT) is

taking centre-stage, with a lot

being discussed and written

on this technology and its

massive potential to enhance

visibility, quality and produc-

tivity across the pharma value

chain.

For instance, business

leaders, Ajit Singh, Chair-

man, ACG and Dr Sanjit

Singh Lamba, MD, Eisai

Pharma India, emphasise

how IIoT is now a prerequi-

site for continued success.

Singh says, “IIoT will not

only drive the next industrial

revolution but also bring

about the information revolu-

tion. It has the power to

transform the pharma indus-

try at a very rapid pace, the

ability to transform every-

thing we do, right from clini-

cal trials and drug discovery

to manufacturing, supply

chain and remote monitoring

of patients.”

Dr Lamba also points out

that as the Pharmacy of the

World, product quality and ef-

ficacy, regulatory compliance,

operational efficiency etc. are

some of the major objectives

of the Indian Pharma Inc.

With IIoT, we can empower

equipment, people, environ-

ment and infrastructure to in-

telligently communicate with

each other and achieve these

goals.

However, the pharma in-

dustry hasn’t managed to

leverage its power and capa-

bilities completely. Express

Pharma and ACG, hence-

forth, recently collaborated to

organise a seminar on the

theme, ‘Empowering Indian

Pharma through IIoT’ to seek

the answers to this conun-

drum. The event served as a

platform for leaders and ex-

perts to outline how IIoT rep-

resents a compelling opportu-

nity for the pharma industry

to optimise efficiency and ef-

ficacy of its complex and 

critical operations, such as

manufacturing and supply

chain management.

This article is a summation

of the inferences drawn and

lessons learnt from the views,

concerns and insights shared

on this knowledge-sharing

platform. And, we understand

that success with IIoT will

largely hinge on the following

three factors:

A growth mindset
A clear message from the sem-

inar was that it is high time

that the pharma industry

started looking at emerging

technologies like IIoT as a fun-

damental aspect of their

growth strategy.

Antony Prashant, Partner

- Strategy & Operations, Life-

sciences Consulting Leader

for Deloitte India, explains it

very well. He highlights that

until 2015-16, the overall

EBIDTA margins have been

around 28-30 per cent, but in

2019 these margins have come

down to 20-22 per cent, regis-

tering a six per cent drop in

EBIDTA margins, and 20 per

cent reduction in profits in the

industry. While admitting that

there are several reasons for

this situation, such as price

pressures, reducing period of

exclusivity, growing focus on

emerging markets etc., he in-

forms that now the companies

are trying to drive profitabil-

ity by enhancing outputs from

existing assets, optimising

costs and collaborating better

across the value chain. And,

IIoT, with its ability to predict

potential failures as well as

provide end-to-end monitor-

ing and visibility across the

value chain, is one of the key

enablers.

But, as Mathew Cherian,

Head of Group of Sites for

Asia, Sanofi highlights, the

pharma sector’s fear of failure

is impeding its ability to think

differently, to take risks. These

mindset barriers are hinder-

ing the adoption of IIoT and

the subsequent benefits it 

can usher.

The other experts too reit-

erated this point of view and

were emphatic that only by

bringing about this mindset

IIoT has the ability to transform everything we do,
right from clinical trials and drug discovery to
manufacturing, supply chain and remote monitor-
ing of patients

Ajit Singh
Ajit Singh, Chairman – ACG

Data generated through IIoT makes it easier to
showcase your capabilities during audits and it
clearly demonstrates that your product, your 
facility and your systems are compliant with 
regulatory guidelines

Milind Gujar
Chief Quality Officer (QA/QC), RPG Life Sciences

We will need people to become smarter and
smarter to optimise the opportunities. We will
need a workforce which can contextualise the data
generated and apply it for sustained progress

Nihar Medh
Vice President & Global Procurement Head, Cipla

Do not just look at the costs, but also the value it
brings to you. Since emerging technologies can
usher improved compliance, quality controls and
operational efficiencies, they are worth the risk,
time and costs incurred

Ashok Nayak
CIO, IPCA

IIoT technologies will generate massive volumes
of data from billions of intelligent devices. We
need to intelligently design our system to choose
the right sets of data and help process it

Sanjay Nandavadekar
Director-IT, Cipla

Skill levels and competency levels will have to be
completely redefined for the IIoT era. The roles of
the workforce will change significantly

Antony Prashant
Partner - Strategy & Operations, Life-sciences Consulting Leader – Deloitte
India
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change at all levels, can

pharma organisations acceler-

ate their progress with

smarter and faster business

decisions.

Tech expert, Faiyaz Engi-

neer, Program Manager - Digi-

talisation and Analytics, ACG

puts the point across very suc-

cinctly when he says, “Digiti-

sation and automation are fu-

elling a tornado of change.

Therefore, every team, every

individual needs to be empow-

ered to develop a digital mind-

set. Digital transformation be-

gins from decentralisation of

innovation. Everyone in your

company has to be an innova-

tor. It is not just about 

connecting machines but also

people.”

Singh from ACG goes one

step further and calls for a

more revolutionary transfor-

mation. He opines that we

should change even our educa-

tion systems along with our

management styles to evolve

from a conservative and risk-

averse industry into a more

tech-savvy and innovation-

driven one.

In-depth know-how and
strategy
The life sciences industry has

realised that they will in-

evitably have to move toward

adoption of IIoT sooner or

later to stay relevant and com-

petitive. They understand that

IIoT in pharma can usher

more efficient production and

The Standard of Comparison

• For more than 70 years, we have delivered the industry's most extensive 

  Lactose portfolio

• The original patent for Anhydrous Direct Tabletting (DT) Lactose

• Batch to Batch Consistency

• Global technical service, regulatory and application expertise to ensure

regional and global market compliance

Pharmaceutical Grade Crystalline, Spray Dried,
Anhydrous, and Inhalation Lactose

www.SheffieldBioScience.com

Registered Office Address: 17th Floor, Nirmal Building, Nariman Point, Mumbai - 400021 
Corporate Identification Number: U15400MH2010PTC202946 

Tel.: +91 22 27815003, Fax Number ; (022- 27815989) 
Email:  Kerry-India.Info@kerry.com 
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quality control measures, im-

prove data integrity, decrease

the risk of machinery break-

downs/malfunctions with pre-

dictive and preventive mainte-

nance, identify and respond to

compliance issues instantly

and assure precision produc-

tion with real-time plant-floor

visibility.

For instance, Milind Gujar,

Chief Quality Officer (QA/QC),

RPG Life Sciences explains

how it is important to have

control over all systems in

your organisation to maintain

high quality and the role of

digital technologies and IIoT

in doing so. He says, “Data

generated through IIoT makes

it easier to showcase your ca-

pabilities during audits and it

clearly demonstrates that

your product, your facility and

your systems are compliant

with regulatory guidelines. It

also helps to keep your SOPs

clear and rectify mistakes or

deviations, if any.”

Similarly, Nihar Medh, Vice

President & Global Procure-

ment Head, Cipla extols the

virtues of IIoT to enhance the

pharma supply chain. He

opines that pharma compa-

nies need to be more agile to

ensure that their products

reach the right person at the

right time. And, adopting IIoT

will help predict to build an in-

telligent supply chain which

can predict problems, improve

inventory management and

procurement practice, and

take appropriate actions at the

right time to prevent any has-

sles or undesired outcomes.

Yet, a multitude of factors

— including an insufficient un-

derstanding of the concept

and lack of technological

know-how — have been

thwarting several life sciences

companies, across the globe,

from embarking to traversing

this journey. Therefore, build-

ing the knowledge and capa-

bilities to envision, design, im-

plement, and maintain

complex systems has emerged

as a major imperative. The 

industry needs to boost its 

understanding to deal with 

issues of data security, 

skills shortages and legacy

equipment and succeed in an

IIoT era.

Therefore, experts recom-

mend the sector to start small

and look at early gains to build

confidence and knowledge

about the technology. Dr

Lamba counsels, “Dream big,

start small. Choose the most

compelling applications to get

a hang of the technology, scale

fast and fail early. Run a proof

of concept and make it more

collaborative.”

Ashok Nayak, CIO, IPCA

too offers similar advice. He

states, “Start with small proj-

ects to improve predictive

maintenance and asset man-

agement for early gains and

build on these endeavours for

continued accomplishments.”

He also asks the industry to

not get deterred from embark-

ing on the IIoT journey due to

cost factors. He advises, “Do

not just look at the costs, but

also the value it brings to you”.

He explained that since these

technologies usher improved

compliance, quality controls

and operational efficiencies,

they are worth the risk - time

and costs incurred.

Thus, most experts make a

sound case for adoption of

IIoT. But, at the same time,

Engineer highlights that 60

per cent of IIoT initiatives fail

during scale-up due to lack of

clear metrics and a road map.

Hence, his recommendation to

pharma companies is to have

an inclusive vision which out-

lines and motivates a work-

force. Thus, while some might

want to begin in a small way,

for others it might make sense

to make larger investments in

the technology.

However, he clearly states

that beginning the journey is

the most important thing and

it begins with shortlisting the

goals to be achieved with IIoT

and drawing up an elaborate

plan to achieve them. He says,

“Create a metrics of where

you are currently in the IIoT

journey and where you want to

go since every pharma com-

pany is in a different place at it

prepares and transitions for

an IIoT-driven future. Identify

your goals, prepare a roadmap

There is a lot of buzz around out of specifications
(OOS) results and the inability to respond with
accurate and objective data. In pharma, IIoT can
help gain the exact data and utilise it to zero-in on
the exact cause of the problem

Prabhakar Nair
COO, ACG Capsules

The pharma sector’s fear of failure is impeding its
ability to think differently, to take risks. These
mindset barriers are hindering the adoption of
IIoT and the subsequent benefits it can usher

Mathew Cherian 
Head of Group of Sites for Asia, Sanofi 

Dream big, start small. Choose the most com-
pelling applications to get a hang of the technolo-
gy, scale fast and fail early. Run a proof of concept
and make it more collaborative

Dr Sanjit Singh Lamba
Managing Director – Eisai Pharmaceuticals

Digital transformation begins from decentralisa-
tion of innovation. Everyone in your company has
to be an innovator. It is not just about connecting
machines but also people

Faiyaz Engineer
Program Manager-Digitalization and Analytics

◗ The IIoT market is estimated to grow at a CAGR of 24.4% during the forecast period 2018–2023.
The IIoT market is estimated to grow at a CAGR of 24.4% during the forecast period 2018–2023.
APAC is projected to be the fastest growing market in the geography segment.

Source: IndustryArc Analysis Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) Market – Forecast (2019 - 2024) 

◗ 64% of Indian organisations have made substantial investments in IoT

Source: 8th Digital IQ Survey - The India Story 

◗ IAMAI (The Internet and Mobile Association of India) and Deloitte, Industrial IoT is expected to
surpass the consumer IoT space in India by 2020. It also predicts a $12 billion IoT opportunity.
◗ The market potential of the Internet of Things in India alone is expected to reach USD 9 billion by
2020.With this, the IoT units in India can also see a rapid growth of 31 times to reach 1.9 billion by
2020.1

Source: IAMAI and Deloitte report

INTERESTING STATS ON IIOT
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and a business case.”

Effective 
implementation:
As the world becomes increas-

ingly connected, optimising

business opportunities will be

largely dependent on a com-

pany’s prowess in leveraging

digital technologies like IIoT.

And, as these technologies are

very cost-intensive at this

point of time, effective imple-

mentation is key. Hence, as ex-

perts mentioned in this article

have already pointed out, ap-

plying specific business values

such as addressing bottle-

necks in manufacturing or the

supply chain, redesigning

workflows etc. will help in en-

abling quantifiable return on

investments.

Another aspect of effective

IIoT implementation is data

management. Sanjay Nan-

davadekar, Director-IT, Cipla,

explains, “Data itself will be a

challenge. IIoT technologies

will generate massive volumes

of data from billions of intelli-

gent devices. Imagine a situa-

tion where a single machine is

producing 20,000 data points

at a speed of 30 seconds. How

are we going to manage it? Ei-

ther we have to go for petabyte

size of cloud which will be a

very costly affair or we need to

intelligently design our system

to choose the right sets of data

and help process it. So, effec-

tive implementation of IIoT

also depends on not only the

right systems but also the

right processes.

Similarly, building a work-

force which can leverage the

potential of IIoT will be piv-

otal. Both companies and em-

ployees will have to look at

reinventing themselves to nav-

igate this dynamic landscape.

As Medh informs, “We will

need people to become

smarter and smarter to opti-

mise the opportunities. We

will need a workforce which

can contextualise the data

generated and apply it for sus-

tained progress.” In concur-

rence with this view, Prashant

expounds that skill levels and

competency levels will have to

be completely redefined for

the IIoT era. The roles of the

workforce will change signifi-

cantly. As these technologies

come in, the entire ecosystem

will change.

Enlarging on this point,

Nandavadekar says, “HR and

business leaders have a major

role to play in building a

labour force which is future-

ready. They need to assure

employees that they will be

reskilled and trained to take

up newer job roles and respon-

sibilities and undertake initia-

tives to do the same.” He also

informs that Cipla is already

designing and adopting such

measures. Cherian too says

that Sanofi is looking at train-

ing its employees to deal with

technological disruptions and

changing times.

Likewise, a right partner

can prove to be invaluable in

deploying IIoT solutions by es-

tablishing proof of concept, act-

ing as a deterrent to making

the wrong investments, assist-

ing in the integration of IIoT

technologies with existing sys-

tems and providing customer

service and support and tack-

ling any concerns of data secu-

rity. Thus, selecting the apt

partner for your IIoT journey is

also a crucial aspect of imple-

menting IIoT in the easiest and

effective manner. To cite an ex-

ample, Prabhakar Nair, COO,

ACG Capsules, drawing from

his experience of IIoT, presents

a use case example, “There is a

lot of buzz around out of specifi-

cations (OOS) results and the

inability to respond with accu-

rate and objective data. Often,

the batch record is unable to

reflect what exactly happened

at that moment in time. Then,

it is all based on mere specula-

tion as to what happened. So, in

pharma, IIoT can help gain the

exact data and utilise to zero-in

on the exact cause of the exact

problem. This would also help

to satisfy the regulators as to

why you are validating or inval-

idating an OOS.” Such insights

will definitely help the pharma

industry choose the right 

IIoT solutions for the right 

purposes.

Embracing an IIoT-future
Thus, implementing IIoT in

the best way possible is actu-

ally a multi-faceted and multi-

disciplinary venture. But, this

convergence of industrial

processes and information

technology will make equip-

ment, people and processes

smarter. Fortunately, though

the industry is still at a nas-

cent stage of IIoT adoption,

there is an increasing under-

standing about its impact. The

growing realisation that em-

bracing IIoT might not be a

choice but a necessity for con-

tinual improvement and inces-

sant progress in the life sci-

ences industry, is spiking the

level of interest and invest-

ments in these technologies. It

is to be hoped that India

Pharma Inc will successfully

convert the tremendous prom-

ise of IIoT into reality in the

times to come. 

In one of the most transfor-

mational times, we have to ask

ourselves a crucial question —

are you driving change or are

you being driven by it?

lakshmipriya.nair@expressindia.com

◗ Design a digital vision & strategy
◗ Challenge the old ways of thinking
◗ Ensure buy-in across the organisation 
◗ Build capabilities of the workforce
◗ Empower people to think in new ways
◗ Hire right and digital savvy leaders
◗ Key to success in leadership commitment
◗ Foster a sense of urgency for digital changes
◗ Encourage experiment with new ideas
◗ Adopt new standard operating procedures

Presented by: Faiyaz Engineer, Program Manager-Digitalization and Analytics

TEN RULES FOR PHARMA
LEADERSHIP

Effective
implementation
of IIoT also
depends on not
only the right
systems but
also the right
processes for
data
management
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Lupin Biotech, with a new-age R&D facility in Pune, is developing and commercialising
biosimilars globally. The successful development of Etanercept biosimilar is a case in point.
Dr Cyrus Karkaria, President-Biotechnology, Lupin divulges more details about the
company’s projects in this arena, its focus areas, future plans of expansion and more, in an
exclusive interview with Lakshmipirya Nair

How is biotech propelling

India Pharma Inc’s progress?

How will it contribute to

India Pharma Inc’s efforts to

become a value-led and

innovation-driven industry?

Biotechnology is the new

sunrise sector in India and is

poised to take the country into

the next big league of internal

and international investment.

The Indian biopharma industry

is on the brink of becoming a

major global force in terms of

manufacturing and research

capabilities. We are witnessing

dynamic changing trends such

as large acquisitions by

multinational companies in

India, increasing investments,

deeper penetration into the

rural markets, growth and

availability of healthcare and

incentives for setting up special

economic zones (SEZs). R&D

in India is getting more

innovative with the first set up

of Made-in-India biologics

approved. A well-defined

regulatory framework, along

with an emerging stringent IPR

regime is also contributing to

this trend. Foreign investment

has driven clinical trial

outsourcing along with strong

clinical trial data management.

India is leading the global

biosimilar pipeline, with the

largest number of biosimilar

products launched in the

country and emerging

economies. India alone has over

40 biosimilar products in the

market. Domestic companies

are also aggressively targeting

entry into regulated markets.

In the last three years, Indian

biopharma has achieved a

remarkable feat with five

biosimilars approvals in EU

and two approvals in the US.

The final imperative for India is

to create a conducive

environment for global

partnerships to enable joint IP

generation, harmonise Indian

regulatory guidelines to meet

global norms and smooth

movement of biologics as well

as leverage better markets for

biotech products and

processes.

How huge is the market for

biosimilars globally? What

are the factors boosting its

growth?

The market size for biosimilars

in 2018 was $3.8 billion and is

projected to be over $20 billion

by the close of 2024. Due to the

patent cliff coming up in the

biopharma industry, the next

wave is focused towards the

development of biosimilars.

Some of the other factors

bolstering the demand for

biosimilars include cost-

effectiveness, rising prevalence

of chronic diseases (such as

autoimmune diseases and

cancer) and growing geriatric

population.

According to US FDA’s

latest guidelines meant for

biotech products, biosimilars

are poised to play the role of a

game-changer. US FDA’s

guidelines also aver that

biosimilars can achieve an

interchangeable status, which

means they may be substituted

for the reference biologic

without a prescriber

intervening at any stage.

But for this to happen,

extensive clinical studies post

original trials are required to

establish bio-similarity, in the

first place.

How important is the

biopharma segment in

Lupin’s roadmap for the

future? How are you

strategising to leverage the

enormous potential in this

sector?

Lupin Biotech has been on a

growth trajectory for the last

few years with streamlining of

its vision, enrichment of

pipeline products and

strengthening of its

globalisation strategies.

Despite being a late entrant to

the biosimilars segment, Lupin

‘Lupin has gained significant
momentum towards development 
of biosimilar products with primary
focus on regulated markets’

I N T E R V I E W

India is leading the global
biosimilar pipeline, with the
largest number of biosimilar
products launched in the
country and emerging
economies
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over the last 10 years has

gained significant momentum

towards the development of

biosimilar products with a

primary focus on regulated

markets. “Product

development to meet the

highest regulatory standards”

has been the mantra at Lupin,

leading to the establishment of

strong capabilities across the

product value chain.

Comprehensive regulatory and

clinical strategies are being

devised, based on early advice

from US FDA, EMA, Health

Canada, TGA, PMDA etc. to

harmonise regulatory

expectations across

geographies and establish

totality of evidence.

Lupin successfully designed

and completed a global, multi-

centric clinical trial for

Etanercept across EU, Japan

and India. A recent partnership

with US drugmaker Mylan for

commercialisation of

Etanercept in Europe,

Australia, New Zealand and

Asia is a shot in the arm for the

company. Lupin has launched

Etanercept in Japan in mid-

2018 through its Japanese

partner and is gearing up for

Etanercept launch in EU by

mid-2020. Multiple US FDA

centric clinical studies have

been strategically designed and

initiated for Etanercept in

parallel.

The successful development

of Etanercept biosimilar for

regulated markets is a stepping

stone towards Lupin’s aim to

establish itself as a global

biopharma player. The

experience of developing

quality biosimilars can now be

deployed speedily to gain a

first-mover advantage for early-

stage projects. We believe that

our efforts position us rather

well to remain ahead in the high

risk, high reward biosimilar

race!

Tell us about your key

research and innovation

projects in this arena and the

unmet medical needs that

they would tackle.

Lupin’s biosimilar pipeline

encompasses seven

blockbuster molecules for

diverse and niche therapeutic

indications such as oncology,

auto-immune, ophthalmology

and osteoporosis. The pipeline

has been enriched with an eye

on meeting unmet medical

needs and gaining early entry in

the target markets. Lupin

prides itself in developing

products with excellent

biosimilarity to the Reference

Medicinal Products, in terms of

strong CMC and Clinical

profile. The product

development conforms to US

FDA, EMA, PMDA, WHO and

Indian biosimilar guidelines

and is aligned with the global

regulatory needs to target

regulated markets. The

product development has been

supported by innovative, high

yielding and proprietary

expression systems, innovative

process designs and orthogonal

methods. Novel formulations

have been successfully

developed for multiple

products along with user-

friendly drug delivery devices.

Lupin continually strives to

design “differentiation”

strategies, to make biosimilars

affordable and accessible to the

masses. Lupin Biotech

envisions conquering many

more developmental

milestones in the near future,

with its world-class talent pool

and gaining “first-mover

advantage” through careful

selection of new products in

their developmental pipeline.

What kind of investment

would you look at in the next

three years to gain a stronger

foothold in this growing

sector?

The estimated cost of

developing a biosimilar for the

global markets is being

estimated at $100-200 million

while developing traditional

non-biologic generics costs

about $3-$5 million.

Enrichment of early phase

pipeline is always on Lupin’s

radar, with a clear focus on

faster development timelines

and proven biosimilarity of the

product. Cell line technology

platforms are continually

explored in-house for

selection of high producer

clones. From an early stage of

development, there is an

unwavering eye on optimising

the cost of goods to enable

affordable pricing of

biosimilars and gain a

sustainable competitive edge.

With a relentless focus on

speed and productivity along

with unflinching

incorporation of “Quality by

design”, the paradox of high

yield and high product quality

has been made defunct at

Lupin Biotech.

Lupin has built a world-class

biotech facility in Pune with

separate suites for microbial

and mammalian products and

designed as per regulated

market expectations. Last

financial year, Lupin Biotech

faced cGMP audits from

stringent regulators like PMDA

and EMA for the manufacture

of Etanercept drug substance

and drug product in its

mammalian facility. The

biotech team successfully

handled each of these critical

audits and received GMP

certification from both

agencies.

Lupin Biotech is making

substantial investments

towards the expansion of its

manufacturing base and to

meet the spiralling global

demands for mammalian

products. It is constantly

improvising and setting best in

class development and

compliance standards

internally, to prepare for US

FDA centric product

development and submission in

the coming years. Notable

investments are also made

during the execution of global

clinical trials and best efforts

are made towards

harmonisation of requirements

from different regulatory

agencies.

Which are the leading

areas/segments that are

driving India’s

biotech/biopharma sector?

The three largest biologic

therapy areas (autoimmune,

diabetes, oncology) command

half of all biologic revenue,

globally. Biologics are entering

therapy areas where they have

not been present historically,

such as asthma,

dyslipidaemia, and allergy.

They will expand treatment

options for patients in these

indications, many of which are

underserved. Currently, mAbs

hold the lion’s share of the

biologic market sales and

remain the largest technology

class within the biologic

pipeline. However, the mAb

dominance we see today could

be outperformed by novel

biologic technologies like

Antibody drug conjugates,

Antisense/RNAi, Gene

therapy and Cell therapy.

Many biologics are also being

developed with novel delivery

systems with inhaled,

implanted and oral versions

targeting improved patient

compliance.

India is becoming one of the

most favoured destinations for

collaborative R&D,

bioinformatics, contract

research and manufacturing

and clinical research as a result

of growing compliance with

internationally harmonised

standards such as Good

Laboratory Practices (GLP),

current Good Manufacturing

Practice (cGMP) and Good

Clinical Practices (GCP). The

future looks bright and

promising with many Indian

companies developing a long

term vision and gradually

investing in new biological

entities (NBEs).

lakshmipriya.nair@expressindia.com
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P
inpoint Scientific, spe-

cialist product designers

and manufacturers of

environmental monitoring so-

lutions for the pharmaceutical

and related industries, has se-

cured further investment into

the business, to aid the devel-

opment of its ImpactAir range

of environmental monitoring

solutions.

Cherwell Laboratories and

Development Bank of Wales

(DBW) have both invested in

Pinpoint and taken a minority

share in the company's busi-

ness. The investment not only

secured jobs in South Wales, a

key objective of DBW, but also

allowed the business to bring to

the market some exciting new

products with the ImpactAir

range.  Cherwell are an existing

distributor of ImpactAir prod-

ucts within the UK and Andy

Whittard, Cherwell’s Managing

Director, has also taken a seat

on the Pinpoint board to help

with business strategy and

planning.

Gethin Jones, Managing Di-

rector of Pinpoint and the de-

signer of the ImpactAir prod-

uct said, “This is an exciting

time for Pinpoint.  We have

been working on very innova-

tive ideas to develop a new gen-

eration of microbial air moni-

tors to meet the new

Pharmaceutical regulations.

This investment is perfect 

timing for Pinpoint and 

allows us to create a range of

ground-breaking products for

this market.”

Andy Whittard added, “I

am really excited to join up

with Gethin and the team at

Pinpoint and help create an ex-

citing range of products for

pharma EM. The Annex 1 

revision is potentially going to

shift the dynamics for EM

within grade A spaces and I

think Pinpoint are well placed

to service that need with inno-

vative and highly effective mon-

itoring devices.”

Sarah Smith, Investment

Executive with the Technology

Venture Investment team at

the Development Bank of

Wales said, “Our Wales Tech-

nology Seed Fund provides

businesses like Pinpoint with

the funding that they need to

further develop their products.

Together with Cherwell Labo-

ratories, we will work with the

team to support their growth in

this niche sector as providers

of continuous air quality for life

science cleanrooms. This is an

exciting time for the team as

they look to capitalise on their

existing customer base and

scale the business. We wish

them every success.”

The ImpactAir range of mi-

crobial air samplers is shortly

to be expanded with the intro-

duction of the new ImpactAir

ISO-90 Monitoring Platform.

ImpactAir is designed for con-

tinuous monitoring in high-

grade areas, where in-process

sampling of viable particles is

often critical. The ImpactAir

ISO is a modular system 

designed to integrate into 

isolators or RABS, using an 

external controller and local or

remotely located air mover. It

can be designed in almost 

any orientation using standard

or custom-made connections.

The ISO-90-Monitoring Head

features a chamber for 90mm

agar plates and a highly 

efficient slit to agar sampling

method.  The low D50 value

and ability to sample for 

long periods makes the ISO-90

ideal for continuous monitoring

as demanded by the Annex 

1 revision.

EP News Bureau

Pinpoint secures new investment
to develop ImpactAir Range
Cherwell Laboratories and Development Bank of Wales (DBW) have both invested in Pinpoint 
and taken a minority share in the company's business
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T
HE US Food and Drug

Administration granted

approval to Givlaari

(givosiran) for the treatment of

adult patients with acute he-

patic porphyria, a genetic dis-

order resulting in the buildup

of toxic porphyrin molecules

which are formed during the

production of heme (which

helps bind oxygen in the blood).

“This buildup can cause

acute attacks, known as por-

phyria attacks, which can lead

to severe pain and paralysis,

respiratory failure, seizures and

mental status changes. These

attacks occur suddenly and can

produce permanent neurologi-

cal damage and death,” said

Richard Pazdur, MD, director of

the FDA’s Oncology Center of

Excellence and acting director

of the Office of Oncologic Dis-

eases in the FDA’s Center for

Drug Evaluation and Research.

“Prior to today’s approval,

treatment options have only

provided partial relief from the

intense unremitting pain that

characterizes these attacks.

The drug approved today can

treat this disease by helping to

reduce the number of attacks

that disrupt the lives of pa-

tients.”

The approval of Givlaari

was based on the results of a

clinical trial of 94 patients with

acute hepatic porphyria. Pa-

tients received a placebo or

Givlaari. Givlaari’s perform-

ance was measured by the rate

of porphyria attacks that re-

quired hospitalizations, urgent

health care visits or intra-

venous infusion of hemin at

home. Patients who received

Givlaari experienced 70 per

cent fewer porphyria attacks

compared to patients receiving

a placebo.

Common side effects for pa-

tients taking Givlaari were nau-

sea and injection site reactions.

Health care professionals are

advised to monitor patients for

anaphylactic (allergic) reaction

and renal (kidney) function. Pa-

tients should have their liver

function tested before and pe-

riodically during treatment.

The FDA granted this appli-

cation Breakthrough Therapy

designation and Priority Re-

view designation. Givlaari also

received Orphan Drug desig-

nation, which provides incen-

tives to assist and encourage

the development of drugs for

rare diseases. The FDA

granted the approval of

Givlaari to Alnylam Pharma-

ceuticals.

EP News Bureau

FDA approves first treatment for
inherited rare disease
The approval of  the drug, Givlaari was based on the results of a clinical trial of 94 patients with
acute hepatic porphyria  
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AN INTERDISCIPLINARY

team of scientists led by the

University of Leeds have un-

covered the fundamental

mechanism by which human

saliva lubricates our mouth.

Their multi-scale study

opens the door to advancing

dry mouth therapies and

saliva substitutes – potentially

bringing relief to people who

suffer from dry mouth, which

can affect swallowing, speech,

nutritional intake and quality

of life.

Roughly 10 per cent of the

general population and 30 per

cent of older people suffer

from dry mouth, which can be

caused by prescribed poly-

medication, certain cancer

treatments and autoimmune

diseases.

Previously, the molecular

mechanisms that govern

saliva’s lubrication properties

have not been well under-

stood. This has caused signifi-

cant challenges in developing

effective and long-lasting

treatments or therapies for

dry mouth.

Now, new research har-

nessing expertise in food col-

loid science, mechanical engi-

neering, nanoscience and

chemical engineering has

demonstrated for the first

time that the high lubrication

properties of saliva is a result

of electrostatic self-assembly

between mucin proteins and

positively charged non-muci-

nous small-molecular pro-

teins.

The study, published in the

journal Advanced Materials

Interfaces, puts forward an

unprecedented molecular

model that explains the syner-

gistic lubrication behaviour of

human salivary proteins from

macro to nanoscale.

Study lead author, Dr An-

wesha Sarkar from the School

of Food Science and Nutrition

at Leeds, said “Human sali-

vary lubrication underpins

the fundamentals of human

feeding and speech. Oral lu-

brication is crucial not only to

one’s daily life functioning but

also to one’s general health

and wellbeing. However, until

now the molecular mecha-

nism behind salivary lubrica-

tion properties has remained

elusive.

“Our research resolves the

distinct roles played by mucin-

and non-mucinous molecular

proteins. We found that that

hydrated mucin controls the

macromolecular viscous lubri-

cation, forming a mesh-like

nano-reservoir that traps wa-

ter molecules. Non-mucinous

small molecular positively-

charged proteins on the other

hand act as a molecular bridge

between mucin-mucin and

mucin-surface within that

mesh, aiding boundary lubri-

cation.“We believe that this

work is an important stepping-

stone to designing the next-

generation of nature-inspired

aqueous lubricants for nutri-

tional technologies and bio-

medical applications.”This re-

search was funded by the

European Research Council

(ERC) Project LubSat.

EP News Bureau

Decoding the fundamental mechanisms
of human salivary lubrication
A multi-scale study opens the door to advancing dry mouth therapies and saliva substitutes –
potentially bringing relief to people who suffer from dry mouth, which can affect swallowing,
speech, nutritional intake and quality of life
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MANY COMMON travel vac-

cines don’t have known safety

risks for pregnant women, al-

though a research review also

suggests that evidence is lim-

ited for some inoculations.

Researchers examined data

from trials of common travel

vaccines and found high qual-

ity evidence that two - the flu

vaccine and the Tdap vaccine

(against tetanus, diphtheria

and pertussis) - are safe for

pregnant women and their ba-

bies.

Beyond these two vaccines,

researchers found moderate or

low quality evidence that there

are no safety issues with sev-

eral other common travel vac-

cines: meningococcus, yellow

fever, rubella, hepatitis A, hep-

atitis B, rabies and polio.

“Overwhelming evidence

supports the safety of in-

fluenza and Tdap vaccines dur-

ing pregnancy,” lead study au-

thor Dr Roni Nasser of

Rambam Health Care Campus

in Haifa, Israel, and colleagues

write.

“It is likely that other vac-

cines, including the live atten-

uated yellow fever, meningo-

coccal, hepatitis A, hepatitis B,

and rabies vaccines are also

safe,” Nasser and colleagues

write. “For other vaccines,

such as MMR (measles,

mumps, rubella), typhoid, po-

lio, Japanese encephalitis, and

tick- borne encephalitis vac-

cines, no safety data during

pregnancy are available.”

The flu and Tdap vaccines

are both routinely recom-

mended for pregnant women,

whether or not they travel, ac-

cording to the US Centers for

Disease Control and Preven-

tion.

For many other routine vac-

cinations, women are advised

to weigh the potential benefits

and harms of vaccinations and

make a decision with their doc-

tors on a case-by-case basis,

according to the CDC.

While women are also ad-

vised to weigh the risks and

benefits of pre-travel vaccines

on a case-by-case basis, they

may also want to consider

whether travel can be post-

poned to avoid the need for

vaccination as well as any po-

tential side effects from vac-

cines, the study authors note in

the Journal of Travel Medi-

cine.

“Although our analyses of

the existing data generally

points to no harm associated

with vaccines, it is important

to note that most trips can be

canceled or delayed,” the au-

thors advise.

“As such, during outbreaks

of yellow fever, for example,

travel of pregnant women

should be discouraged,” the

study team writes. “Con-

versely, when exposure to a

deadly infection such as yellow

fever is prolonged and un-

avoidable, vaccines should be

used.”

In public health emergen-

cies, when exposure to dis-

eases with devastating conse-

quences for pregnant women

and their babies is unavoid-

able, vaccines may be used

even if the safety isn’t clear for

pregnant women, the re-

searchers note.

The World Health Organi-

zation, for example, advised

use of a new Ebola vaccine in

pregnant women during re-

cent outbreaks even though

there isn’t any safety data

available related to pregnancy,

the study authors point out.

Women generally can travel

up until the last few weeks of

pregnancy, although women

with certain complications like

dangerously high blood pres-

sure or who are pregnant with

multiples may be advised to

avoid travel.

The CDC currently recom-

mends that pregnant women

avoid travel to areas with out-

breaks of Zika, a mosquito-

borne illness that can cause se-

rious birth defects, or where

malaria, another mosquito-

borne illness that can harm ba-

bies, is common.

Reuters

Pregnant women may not have safety
risks with common travel vaccines
Researchers examined data from trials of common travel vaccines and found high quality
evidence that two - the flu vaccine and the Tdap vaccine (against tetanus, diphtheria and
pertussis) - are safe for pregnant women and their babies
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Bayer applies AI-related technologies to further improve and
accelerate the processing of side effect reports

With the introduction of SafeTrack tool, Bayer Zydus Pharma takes a step further in
enhancing pateint security. The tool allows patients, consumers, family, friends, caregivers
and healthcare professionals to report side effects quickly. The company believes that good
information is crucial for effective treatment. Manoj Saxena, Managing Director, Bayer Zydus
Pharma discusses more about the web-based tool, SafeTrack, with Usha Sharma  

Recently, Bayer has

introduced the adverse event

reporting tool for the public.

Tell us the objective behind

the launch?

At Bayer, we strive to learn

from patients’ first-hand

experience with our

treatments. Any adverse event

or reaction, or special

circumstance, whether listed

or not in the product

information, should always be

reported to the pharmaceutical

company or to the national

health authority according to

the specific country’s

requirement. This helps us to

detect potential safety issues

early and allows quick action to

be taken, if needed, to protect

the safety of both current and

future patients. SafeTrack is

part of our commitment to

protecting patients. The web-

based tool makes reporting

side effects quick and easy for

patients, consumers, family,

friends or caregivers and

healthcare professionals.

How do you ensure that

Pharmacovigilance creates a

steady stream of

information? 

Patient safety is our number

one priority. It is the essence

of our business and it is more

than just an obligation. We

work diligently at every stage

“We expect to analyse patient
safety data more quickly and
detect trends”

I N T E R V I E W
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of the product lifecycle to

ensure that the benefits of our

products outweigh the risks

to contribute towards the best

possible patient experience

when taking our medicines.

An important role of the

Pharmacovigilance (PV) is

timely updating the package

leaflet, included with all

medicinal products. It

contains information on how

to use medicinal products in

the right way, how to store

them, whether they can be

used with existing

medication, and whether

there are any patients who

should not use the product.

Even long after products and

treatments have become

available, PV continues

monitoring them to make

sure the information is up to

date. Therefore, in every

country, PV continuously

evaluates new studies,

scientific publications, patient

experiences and reports

about side effects to gather

new benefit-risk information.

The updated information is

regularly shared with

colleagues and reported to

health authorities worldwide.

Once the individual cases

have been analysed and

assessed, there is a review of

the aggregated situation

before new information is

made available to healthcare

professionals, patients, and

users. This is how PV creates

a steady stream of

information, flowing from you

to us, and from us to you.

Because good information is

crucial for effective

treatment. 

How  does SafeTrack

leverage different

technologies?

SafeTrack is an easy, quick and

convenient online platform

that allows patients, their

friends or family, caregivers

and healthcare professionals to

report adverse events.

We leverage advanced

analytics such as AI for the

processing of safety

information. Bayer applies AI-

related technologies to further

improve and accelerate the

processing of side effect

reports. Additionally, AI-based

systems have the potential to

advance benefit-risk

assessment through predictive

capabilities. Once a risk is

identified – for instance

through incoming safety

reports – predictive algorithms

could estimate the burden on a

population or sub-population.

In this example, the AI-based

system learns from historical

data and integrates additional

information to predict the

effectiveness of risk-

minimisation measures. In

future, we expect to analyse

patient safety data more

quickly and detect trends

within large data volumes.

Faster detection of relevant

safety signals contributes

towards the optimum use of

therapies and enhanced

patient safety: risk

minimisation measures can be

initiated faster and thanks to

increased accuracy, the

scientific evidence can be even

more robust.

What steps will be followed

by the company to create

awareness about the tech-

enabled tool?

Bayer is continuously

optimising opportunities to

share knowledge and raise

awareness among the HCP’s

and patients in India. We will

continue to use these

awareness platforms to also

communicate about the

importance of ADR reporting

and SafeTrack. On the occasion

of International Patient Safety

Day, Bayer announced the

launch of the new tool in several

countries including India. We

have already promoted

SafeTrack through the Bayer

social media channels and it

also accessible through our

website. Bayer has also

introduced the new web tool for

reporting side effects globally

in around 60 countries.

This year in Feb, Cipla

(Indian Pharma) became the

first company in APAC to

upgrade to a cloud-based

Pharmacovigilance solution.

What is your strategy to cope

with competition? And how

are you strengthening your

presence in the market?

As a key stakeholder in

healthcare it is important that

pharma companies feel

responsible for the safety of

their patients. Patient safety is

our number one priority at

Bayer and we are devoted to

ensuring the safety of our

current and future patients.

Bayer is committed to

advancing health literacy, as

patients who are actively

engaged in their own

healthcare are more likely to

stay healthy and manage their

conditions while growing older

than ever before.  Bayer is

committed to supporting

patients to obtain and

understand health information,

ensuring best patient care now

and in the future.

What is your perspective on

the increasing focus of

regulatory agencies for

potential safety issues with

marketed drugs and how do

you address them?

Even long after products and

treatments have become

available, PV continues

monitoring them to make sure

the information is up to date.

Therefore, in every country

including India, PV

continuously evaluates new

studies, scientific publications,

patient experiences and

reports about side effects to

gather new benefit-risk

information.

Are there any collaboration

talks with research/

academia institute to train

pharma professionals?

Bayer is helping to optimise

opportunities for good health

through knowledge sharing

and medical education to

address the increase in average

life span leading to a high-

quality life that’s as active and

independent as possible.

Meanwhile, younger

generations can make well-

informed decisions to help

prevent chronic diseases, so

they’re encouraged to remain

healthy well into their senior

years. Therefore, we strive to

enable patients to take

informed healthcare decisions

and work collaboratively with

regulatory authorities, HCPs

and patients to communicate

up-to-date benefit-risk profiles

of our products, resulting in

access to improved product

information on their safe and

appropriate use.

u.sharma@expressindia.com

❒ Express Pharma accepts editorial material for 
regular columns and from pre-approved contributors
/ columnists.
❒ Express Pharma has a strict non-tolerance policy of
plagiarism and will blacklist all authors found to have
used/refered to previously published material in any
form, without giving due credit in the industry-
accepted format. All authors have to declare that the
article/column is an original piece of work and if not,
they will bear the onus of taking permission for 
re-publishing in Express Pharma.
❒ Express Pharma's prime audience is senior 
management and pharma professionals in the
industry. Editorial material addressing this audience
would be given preference.
❒ The articles should cover technology and policy
trends and business related discussions.
❒ Articles for columns should talk about concepts or
trends without being too company or product
specific.
❒ Article length for regular columns: Between 1200 -
1500 words. These should be accompanied by 
diagrams, illustrations, tables and photographs,
wherever relevant.

❒ We welcome information on new products and 
services introduced by your organisation for our
various sections: Pharma Ally (News, Products, Value
Add), Pharma Packaging and Pharma Technology
Review sections. Related photographs and brochures
must accompany the information.
❒ Besides the regular columns, each issue will have a
special focus on a specific topic of relevance to the
Indian market.
❒ In e-mail communications, avoid large document
attachments (above 1MB) as far as possible.
❒ Articles may be edited for brevity, style, and
relevance.
❒ Do specify name, designation, company name,
department and e-mail address for feedback, in the
article.
❒ We encourage authors to send their photograph.
Preferably in colour, postcard size and with a good 
contrast.

Email your contribution to:
The Editor,
Express Pharma,
Business Publications Division,

The Indian Express (P) Ltd,
1st Floor, Express Towers,
Nariman Point, Mumbai - 400 021.
Tel: 91-22-2202 2627 / 2285 1964/ 6744 0000
Fax: 91-22-2288 5831 
viveka.r@expressindia.com
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PURIFY’19 is just weeks away.

Speakers and experts  from

across the country are expected

to attend the event.

S Chandrasekhar, FNAS.,

FASc, FNA, DST J C Bose Na-

tional Fellow, Director, CSIR-In-

dian Institute of Chemical Tech-

nology, Hyderabad has consented

to be the Chief Guest, while

Raghu Palle, Associate Vice Pres-

ident, SM-API, SM-API Biocon.,

Bengaluru and Nagana A Goud,

President, Auro Peptides, (A Di-

vision of Aurobindo Pharma

Ltd.), Hyderabad will share their

experiences and vision as the

Guests of Honour.

Organised by CUSTAGE

Marketing Solutions, PU-

RIFY’19 Conclave, to be held on

17th December, 2019 in Hyder-

abad (The Westin Hyderabad

Mindspace), will be for the first

time in India, where a confer-

ence, dedicated on chromatog-

raphy purification will help

stretch possibilities - be it discov-

ery, development or scaleups! 

Content is the backbone of

most successful conferences and

this is the strongest area for PU-

RIFY’19. Team CUSTAGE along

with its energetic Scientific Ad-

visory Board has carefully cho-

sen the topics and identified

speakers who will take knowl-

edge dissemination in chromato-

graphic purification to heights

never seen before in a forum as

this in India.

Hear from the leaders who

have shaped the growth of

chromatography purification.

Partial list of speakers in-

clude:

◗K. Muralidharan, Senior Direc-

tor – Analytical (Discovery

Chemistry), GVK Biosciences

Pvt. Ltd., Hyderabad

◗ Kona S. Srinivas, Vice Presi-

dent – Head R&D, Jodas Expoim

Pvt. Ltd., Hyderabad

◗Yuvaraj V., Director – Analytical

R&D, Sai Life Sciences Ltd., Hy-

derabad

◗ Rama Krishna Maddinapudi,

Asst. Vice President – AD Syn-

thesis & Ingredients, R&D Cen-

tre, Laurus Labs Limited, Hy-

derabad

◗ S. Damodharan, Executive

Vice President, Operational Ex-

cellence & New Technologies,

Sai Life Sciences Ltd., Hyder-

abad

◗ Katkam Srinivas, Vice Presi-

dent – Business Head; Maithri,

MSN Group of Companies, Hy-

derabad

◗Somesh Sharma, Sr. Vice Pres-

ident – Discovery & Develop-

ment Solutions; GVK Bio-

sciences Pvt. Ltd., Hyderabad

◗ Y. S. Lakshmi Narasimham,

General Manager – Analytical,

Novel Drug Discovery and De-

velopment, Lupin Ltd. (Re-

search Park), Pune

◗ Rajiv Janjikhel, Executive Di-

rector, Alliance Management,

Corporate Business Develop-

ment, Allergan, New Jersey

◗ Nagarjuna Meka, Vice Presi-

dent, YMC India, New Delhi

◗ Nilesh Badani, MD & CEO, Nil-

san Nishotech Systems Pvt.

Ltd., Navi Mumbai

◗ Ruth Pipes, Global Sales Head,

Teledyne ISCO, USA

◗ Satyanarayana Kota, Vice

President R&D, Natco Research

Centre, Natco Pharma Ltd., Hy-

derabad

◗ C. Muralidharan, Sr. Dy. Gen-

eral Manager, Peptide & Nu-

cleotide Laboratory, USV Pvt.

Ltd., Mumbai

The response to the event is

outstanding this far! This niche

conference will surely set the

tone of ‘meaningful quality inter-

actions’ providing delegates in-

formation that they could savour

and utilise the experiences

shared in a meaningful manner

in better executing their day-to-

day responsibilities. As we know,

very limited seats remain. So,

this is an urgent reminder to

those who have yet not blocked

their seats. Book your seat, or

present a paper, or have a table

presence; a number of opportuni-

ties exist for you to connect with

this scientific platform. 

Contact:

Rashi Jeswani,

Project Co-ordinator, 

PURIFY’19

Email: rashi@custage.com

Phone:+91-91366 00573

PURIFY’19 Conclave Shaping up to be a Landmark
Event for Purification Chromatography
This will be for the first time in India, where a conference, dedicated on chromatography
purification will help stretch possibilities - be it discovery, development or scaleups

VENDOR NEWS
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THE BUILDING that houses

your business is a significant in-

vestment and a barrier to un-

wanted entry. Break and entry,

and impact damage to your

property can lead to financial

losses and hurt the success of

your business. In some cases,

the damage causes a complete

disruption of company opera-

tions; critical equipment might

become unusable and physical

assets can quickly lose their

value. Often, the weakest link in

the security of your premises is

your doors.

If you are looking to en-

hance the security of your com-

mercial or industrial building

space, one solution is to install

a commercial roller shutter

door system. Roller shutters

comprise of horizontal metal

slats that roll onto a steel drum

above the doorway. The mecha-

nism makes use of shutters and

springs that provide a com-

plete seal, preventing un-

wanted material from entering

or escaping from the work-

space. In addition to commer-

cial uses, they are also adapt-

able for industrial and

domestic applications, proving

their capacity to enhance the

security of all kinds of facilities.

Protection from Theft and
Property Damage
Unexpected break-ins and bur-

glaries can lead to significant

property damage and loss, es-

pecially if you have high-value

equipment or products in

stock. Secure roller shutter

doors offer a sturdy solution to

theft and vandalism. They also

deter burglary by blocking sur-

veillance of activities in the

building. Our products are

made from aluminum and

steel, are designed to with-

stand high amounts of force,

and provide the primary line of

defense.

Barrier Against Harsh
Weather Environments
Extreme weather conditions

such as rainstorms and increas-

ingly, fires caused by heat

waves and drought, can damage

your property, including the en-

tryway or loading bay.

The roller shutter system

reliably operates during diffi-

cult situations such as storms

and high winds. The doors uti-

lize flexible sealing strips that

compress onto the floor when

closed, blocking out harmful el-

ements and preventing damage

that may result from dust, wet

weather, and the infiltration of

rodents, birds and bugs.

Highly Durable with
Impressive Lifespan
Gandhi Automations roller

shutter doors are designed for

heavy use in warehouses and in-

dustrial buildings. The strength

of material gives our roller

shutter doors a long lifespan,

thereby becoming a cost-effec-

tive and durable solution for

clients looking to secure their

work areas. The slats are galva-

nized or powder coated to in-

crease resistance to corrosion

and rust, enhancing the overall

durability of the roller door. A

Gandhi Automations shutter

door, for example, has projected

operational life of up to fifty

years, making it a suitable op-

tion for a long-term safety and

security solution.

Doorway and Barrier
Solutions
At Gandhi Automations, we

provide doorway and barrier

solutions that help improve the

accessibility and security of

businesses in a variety of sec-

tors including hospitality, manu-

facturing and education. We of-

fer products such as swing,

rapid, sectional, insulated and

roller shutter doors, air cur-

tains, partitions and guardrails.

Our high-quality doorways and

barriers can withstand heavy

use even in difficult environ-

ments, making them ideal for a

wide range of applications. We

provide a custom design that

matches your need, creating a

practical solution that can help

secure your business.

The widespread and

broadly used amongst all the

categories of doors is the mo-

torized rolling shutter the figu-

rative feature of our motorized

rolling shutters is its hard as-

sembly gained due to the use of

sturdy metals in the formation

of slate and guide profile. This

feature performances as a

shield and safeguard against

theft, damage & hurricanes.

Our motorized rolling shut-

ters are easy to function and

confirm client gratification. Our

motorised rolling shutters and

doors are factory-made in our

state of art manufacturing facil-

ity and the plant has a capabil-

ity to produce 6000 rolling

shutters in a month.

Motorized Rolling Shutters

by Gandhi are typical, are per-

fect for circumstances where

side room is less and security

is required. Our Rolling Shut-

ters need very less headroom

above the structural opening.

They combine strength with

elegance along with toughness

and are designed for both ex-

ternal and internal applica-

tions. Automatic Rolling Shut-

ters are made-up of

interlocked Galvalume, Galva-

nized Insulated and Non-Insu-

lated, Stainless Steel, Patented

Aluminum profiles and

patented Bright Steel Bar

Rolling Grills. Automatic

Rolling Shutters are strongly

built to endorse trouble-free

process and long life. The Mo-

torized Rolling Shutters can

also be planned as per cus-

tomer’s conditions or conform-

ing to IS6248.

All our Rolling Shutters are

automatic using vigorous drive

expertise with manual override

in case of power failure and are

dense, noiseless, and depend-

able with low decibel level.

Contact details:

Gandhi Automations

Chawda Commercial Centre,

Link Road, Malad (West),

Mumbai - 400064, 

Tel: +91-22-66720200 /

66720300 (200 lines)

+91-22-66720201

For enquiries via e-mail

sales@geapl.co.in

Customer Support

customercare@geapl.co.in

Ensure SecurityAnd Safety In Your
Commercial Space With Roller Doors

PRODUCTS



ªValidation Document & COAAvailable For Each Lot
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HARADA

www.amipolymer.com
mktg@amipolymer.com

®

Specialized in Platinum Cured Silicone Tubes, Braided Hoses & Inflatable Seals/Gaskets

Static Dissipative
Molded Sieves

Comminuting MillsButterfly Valves Gaskets
In Silicone/FKM/EPDM

Silicone/FKM/PTFE/
FEP/TPE Tubes

Fabric Reinforced
Silicone Hose

Silicone Inflatable
Seals

Silicone Bellows

Tri-Clover Gaskets
(Silicone/FKM/EPDM/PTFE)
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Business Avenues
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09999070900

■■ Chennai ■■ Bangalore:

Rajesh Bhatkal

09821313017

■■ Hyderabad: Mujahid 

09849039936

■■ Kolkata: Ajanta 

09831182580
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Formulation with BARETab Formulation with Physical Mixing
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An ISO:9001:2015 Certified Company
Complete Turnkey Solution Providers to Pharma Clean Rooms & Equipment Manufacturers

Karbosh Engineers Pvt. Ltd.
212/213, Creative Industrial Premises, Sundar Nagar, Road No. 2,  Kalina, Santacruz-(E), Mumbai - 400 098.
Tel: 022-26663115, Mob: +91-9821502366 | Email- karboshengg@yahoo.in / contact@karboshengineers.com

Air Handling Unit

Dynamic Pass Boxsampling Booth

Static Pass BoxCupboardsCross Over Bench

Laminar Air Flow

Movable Ladder

HVAC System 
(High & Low Side) and Clean Room

Gangwal Chemicals Pvt. Ltd. : 706-707, Quantum Tower, Rambagh Lane, Behind State Bank Of India, Malad (west),
Mumbai - 400064 Tel.: +91 22 2888 9000, Fax: +91 22 2883 5347, Email: info@gangwalchem.com, Web.: www.gangwalchem.com

Contact for more information

Highly Purified Soybean Oil
Highly Purified Olive Oil
Highly Purified Sesame Oil

Suuiittaabbllee foorr Innjjeeccttaabbllee,, Oraall orr Tooppiiccaall
Foorrmmuullaattiioonnss Suuppppoorrtteedd byy DMFF & CEPP

Ourr Hiigghhllyy Puurriiffiieedd Oillss Coommppllyy Wiitthh
European Pharmacopoeia
US Pharmacopoeia
cGMP (ICH & IPEC Guidelines)
FDA / EDQM Inspections

GLLOOBBAAL LEEAADIINNGG MANUUFFAACTTUURRERR OFF PHHAARMACCEEUUTTIICCAAL PUURRIFFIIEEDD OIILLSS

angwal
®
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Surface energy heterogeniety

BET specific surface area

Solubility parameters

Solid-state formulation

Acid-base interactions

or visit https://bit.ly/2Kc1aIa

Diffusion and permeability measurements

Crosslink density

Scan & Request today!

Amorphous content determination

Most common applications:

Please ask for details:

E: vbendre@surfacemeasurementsystems.com
T: +91 742 004 8972

DVS and iGC-SEA
advanced sorption techniques for
physico-chemical characterization

Mr. Vilas Bendre - SMS Instruments Pvt. Ltd.

Get free copies of case studies & application notes
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Tel:  86550 15819         email:  info@ptepl.com www.ptepl.com 

PHARMACEUTICAL  MANUFACTURING SOLUTIONS 

TABLET / CAPSULE PRINTING 

SOFT GELATIN TECHNOLOGY 

Hot Melt Extrusion/ Granulation 
Co-Exttusion  

LASER DRILLING / MARKING 
SYSTEM 
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TRIPLEX 
LAMINATE

PVdC COATED
PVC FILM

Corp. Off: 804, Siddhi Vinayak Tower B 
off. S.G. Highway, Makarba, Ahmedabad -380051
Factory: Chharodi - Sanand (Gujarat)
+91 -9726430369 / 7433966038

info@uniworthllp.com  •  www.uniworthllp.com

EMERGING AS 

THE MOST PREFERRED 

PRIMARY PACKAGING 

SOLUTIONS PROVIDER FOR 

THE PHARMA INDUSTRY.

Uniworth Enterprises LLP with it's location at 

Ahmedabad, INDIA, is ideally suited to cater 

efficiently to the Indian market and with ICD 

facility and excellent connectivity by road to 

Nhava Sheva port, Mumbai, can also service the 

export market with minimum time lag between 

production and export.

CALENDER

SLITTER

COATING LINE

LAMINATOR

Ÿ Dust Free & Fully Air Conditioned Factory

Ÿ Fully Equipped Analytical Lab 

Ÿ Producing 60 Micron PVC Film by Direct 
Calendering without Stretching.

Ÿ ISO 9001:2015 & ISO 15378:2017
Manufacturing site

Ÿ 29000 Sq. Mtr. of Manufacturing Area

Ÿ 6000 Sq. Mtr. Built-up Area

WE PACKAGE GOOD HEALTH.

PVC RIGID FILM 
FOR BLISTER 

FORMING

ALU ALU 
LAMINATE

US FDA Type III
DMF: 032495

US FDA Type III
DMF: 032497

US FDA Type III
DMF: 032496

US FDA Type III
DMF: 032494
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LABORATORY EQUIPMENTS

REMI SALES & ENGINEERING LTD. 

Remi House, 3rd Floor, 11, Cama Industrial Estate, Walbhat Road, Goregaon (East), 
Mumbai-400 063. India Tel: +91 22 4058 9888 / 2685 1998 � Fax: +91 22 4058 9890 
E-mail: sales@remilabworld.com � Website: www.remilabworld.com

0
-86 C Ultra Low Temperature Deep Freezer

Co2 IncubatorVacuum Oven

OUR NEW PRODUCT RANGE

0
ULT Freezer -86 C

 Walk-in Stability Chamber / Cold Room Stability Chamber / Humidity Chamber

Deep Freezers / Upright Freezer 

Cold Cabinets / Laboratory RefrigeratorsCooling Incubators / Heating Incubator

Refrigerated Centrifuges / Neya  Centrifuges 

Rotary Shaker Multi Tube Vortexer Cyclo Mixer Magnetic Stirrer

Magnetic Stirrer

 Orbital Shaking Incubator Laboratory Stirrer

Certified ISO 9001:2015

The Ultimate Solution for
Marking and Coding Systems...

Markoprint X1JET

Unique Click n Print design
eliminates the cartridge locking clip

Markoprint X1JET Standard
uses true type fonts for
printing

X1Jet Standard
X1Jet Stitch

Scan this QR code
to view product applications
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09586424033
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09999070900
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Rajesh Bhatkal

09821313017
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09849039936

■■ Kolkata: Ajanta 

09831182580

To Advertise in

Business Avenues
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T
he Himalaya Drug Com-

pany, India’s leading

Wellness Company,  has

brought its flagship initiative,

‘Muskaan’ to West Bengal.

Championing the cause of

treating cleft for children in

need, Himalaya Lip Care

launched its campaign ‘Ek

Mutho Hanshi’ in Kolkata to-

day in collaboration with Smile

Train, the world’s largest cleft

charity, to provide free life-sav-

ing cleft surgeries to children.

The campaign is focused at

spreading the joy of smiles.

Padma Shri Usha Uthup, lead-

ing playback singer, heightened

the spirit of the launch at the

event by extending her support

to the initiative.

Rajesh Krishnamurthy,

Business Director-Consumer

Products Division — The Hi-

malaya Drug Company, kick-

started the event with great

fervor. “This year, with our

campaign ‘Ek Mutho Hanshi’,

we are committed to raising

awareness in West Bengal

about cleft and the importance

of early intervention to help

children with clefts to help

them lead a happy and fulfilling

life. Our ‘Muskaan’ initiative

truly reflects Himalaya’s brand

vision - “Khush Raho Khushaal

Raho” to bring wellness and

happiness in every home.

Through this initiative, more

than 550 children have re-

ceived cleft surgery till date.

Our endeavor is to continue

transforming the lives of

many more children with clefts

and help them achieve their

dreams,” he said.

Talking about the brand’s

association with this cause,

Philipe Haydon, CEO, The Hi-

malaya Drug Company,

shares, “This initiative is very

close to our hearts. We are ded-

icated and passionate about

spreading happiness and well-

ness, not only through our

products but also by support-

ing causes that change the

lives of people. Muskaan fo-

cuses on creating awareness

and providing access to free

treatment.”

Key dignitaries like Mamta

Carroll, Vice President & Re-

gional Director for Asia, Smile

Train, and Medical Experts -

Dr Parthapratim Gupta, Insti-

tute of Child Health, Kolkata,

and Dr SA Faizal, CAMRI Hos-

pital, Bardhaman also attended

the event.

Smile Train India has intro-

duced a helpline number, 1800

103 8301, where people can call

to enquire about cleft and avail

free medical intervention. Chil-

dren with clefts not only face

physical challenges, but also so-

cial challenges that affect their

lives. Focusing on this issue,

Carroll said, “Every year in In-

dia, more than 35,000 children

are born with a cleft condition.

They are unable to breathe, eat,

and speak properly. There is a

lack of awareness that cleft can

often be treated with a safe 45-

minute surgery. We are proud

of our partnership with The Hi-

malaya Drug Company, which

has brought smiles to many

children with clefts across In-

dia in the last five years.”

Adding her voice to the

cause, Uthup said, “Children

are the future of our country.

Nothing should hold them back

from chasing their dreams. I

am honored to be part of

Muskaan, a meaningful and

life-changing cause that is help-

ing children lead a healthy,

happy, and fulfilling life.”

EP News Bureau

Himalaya creates awareness 
about cleft in West Bengal
The company has the launched the 'Ek Mutho Hanshi' cleft awareness campaign under its
flagship initiative 'Muskaan', in partnership with Smile Train India
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